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Abstract

This paper provides a general and comprehensive ap-
proach to implementing misuse detection on expert systems
and an in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of the opti-
mization strategies of the Rete algorithm wrt. the general
implementation approach. General efficiency limits of Rete-
based expert systems in the domain of misuse detection are
determined analytically and validated experimentally. We
conclude that expert systems may still have their merit in
rapid prototyping of misuse detection IDSs, but they should
not be considered for modern production systems.

1. Introduction

Within a quarter century of research the community has
come up with a plethora of novel approaches to the problem
of intrusion detection. In many areas of the field a diverse
arsenal of new techniques and technologies has been de-
veloped, but it seems that one favorite standard approach to
misuse detection are expert systems. Since the first IDSs us-
ing expert systems (Haystack [25], MIDAS [24]) there has
been proposed in close succession of a few years yet an-
other expert system IDS: IDES [16], AudES [30], NADIR
[11], DIDS [26], Hyperview [6], NIDES [4], CMDS [23],
SECURENET [12], AID [27], Emerald eXpert [15]. Even
recently we continue to see proposals to employ expert sys-
tems or the Rete algorithm for misuse detection [5]: SNIDJ
[1], Hybrid IDS [7].

We feel that it is time to clarify the limits of expert sys-
tems in the domain of misuse detection, such that we can
move on and use existing state-of-the-art solutions that are
more suitable to the domain.

The novel contribution of this paper is threefold: a gen-
eral and comprehensive approach to implementing misuse
detection on expert systems, based on a comprehensive se-
mantics model; an in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of
the optimization strategies of the Rete algorithm wrt. the

general implementation approach; analytically determined
and experimentally validated general efficiency limits of
Rete-based expert systems in the application domain of mis-
use detection.

We summarize and define the concepts of misuse detec-
tion in Sect. 2 as well as of expert systems in Sect. 3 to
be able to describe the implementation of misuse detection
using expert systems. In Sect. 4 we analyze the limits of
expert systems in the application domain of misuse detec-
tion with respect to efficiency. We conclude with a survey
of related work in Sect. 5 and a summary in Sect. 6.

2 Misuse Detection

Attacks or misuse scenarios are defined as activities con-
sidered to violate the security policy of a given organization.
We distinguish the type and the instance of an activity. An
activity type is specified by a descriptive name plus a set of
feature types. A feature type describes possible instances of
a certain feature of an activity type using a pair of a descrip-
tive name and a range/domain of values. A feature instance
is a specific pair of a descriptive name and a value within
the range of the corresponding feature type. Consequently,
an activity instance is determined by a descriptive name and
a set of feature instances.

The audit component of a given system observes the sys-
tem activity. The observation/manifestation of an activity
type is denoted as event type, which is also specified by a
descriptive name and a set of feature types. Likewise, the
observation/manifestation of an activity instance is an event
instance, given by a descriptive name and a set of feature
instances. The mapping between activity types and event
types is specific for the given audit component. Note that
the activity names mapped to event names are not neces-
sarily the same, as well as the selection of feature sets and
the feature names. The system-specific syntax of an event
type is specified by the corresponding audit record type, and
a given event instance is represented in the system-specific
syntax by an audit record instance. We denote a partially



ordered set of audit record instances and event instances as
an audit (record instance) trail and event (instance) trail,
respectively.

Misuse detection then is the process of detecting man-
ifestations of misuse scenarios in the audit trail based on
models of manifestations of misuse scenarios (signatures).
This is done under the assumptions that manifestations
are actually observed, when a misuse scenario takes place
(completeness), and that a misuse scenario actually takes
place, when respective manifestations are observed (cor-
rectness). In the following, we assume that we have audit
components that can observe misuse scenarios completely
and correctly. This assumption simplifies the terms used
for describing the concepts of misuse detection, because we
do not need to strictly distinguish activities and observa-
tions/manifestations of activities. We can then talk about
events, as if they are actual activities, instead of merely ob-
servations/manifestations of activities. Also, it is then pos-
sible to talk about models of misuse scenarios that describe
(misuse) activities, if we actually mean models that describe
misuse scenario manifestations.

2.1 Semantic Requirements of
Misuse Detection

We briefly summarize the semantic requirements for
modeling misuse scenarios for misuse detection [18]. In the
following, we denote a model of a given misuse scenario
as a complex event type. A complex event type consists of
inter-related step types, where each step type specifies con-
ditions in order to match an event type that is part of the
corresponding manifestation of the misuse scenario. The
conditions comprise constraints on event type names, intra-
event feature instances, inter-event feature instances and the
order of step types. Additionally a step type defines, which
event instance is selected for the step instance, whether pre-
ceding step instances are consumed and what action is exe-
cuted as a response to the detected activity.

For a complex event instance to occur, matching event
instances must have occurred and must be bound to the step
types required by the complex event type. The binding of
an event instance to a step type, is denoted as the step in-
stance, and the step instances are considered to be the (par-
tial) complex event instance. If all required step types of the
complex event type are instantiated, the (complete) complex
event instance is said to occur.

Summarizing, a complex event type models an attack or
misuse scenario by specifying how to identify the event in-
stances that can be observed while the misuse scenario ac-
tivities take place. Since several misuse scenarios of the
same type may be executed simultaneously, we need to
model manifestation-specific state (associate feature values
with step instances), to be able to distinguish distinct (par-

tial) instances of a given (type of) complex event.
The semantics of complex events can be partitioned in

three dimensions [18]: Event Pattern, Step Instance Selec-
tion, and Step Instance Consumption.

2.2 Event Pattern

An event pattern defines the complex event type to look
for. The frame of a complex event type is formed by the
step types and their order. Many complex event types de-
scribe simply consecutive step types (sequence, e.g. (A; B;
C)). Alternative step types can be modeled disjunctively, al-
lowing to represent variants of misuse scenarios in a com-
pact way (disjunction, e.g. (A OR B OR C)1). Concurrent
threads of step types can be modeled in a conjunctive way,
such that all interleavings of the corresponding event in-
stance sequences are accepted (conjunction, e.g. (A AND
B AND C)). Simultaneous step types may occur in parallel
systems and can be correlated using the time stamps of the
manifestations (simultaneous, e.g. (A||B||C)). In the context
of a complex event type, certain event types prohibit com-
pleting the complex event instance. Such event types can
be modeled to be not allowed to occur within parts of the
manifestation of a misuse scenario (negation).

A very important aspect of the semantics is the ability to
specify constraints on the context in which the step types
of a complex event type are instantiated. Constraints that
can be evaluated by merely inspecting the feature instan-
ces of the current event instance are denoted as intra-event
conditions and can be used for example to select event in-
stances that affect a certain user, host or file. Inter-event
conditions can only be evaluated by inspecting at least two
event instances, which implies to create state. For example,
inter-event conditions can be used to correlate event instan-
ces that affect the same user, host or file.

2.3 Step Instance Selection

While a given event pattern specifies when a complex
event instance occurs, the step instance selection defines,
which of the possibly more than one matching event instan-
ces is bound to each step type of the complex event instance.
This is an important decision, if we are not only interested
in the fact that a complex event instance occurred, but if
we also need to document the event instances that lead to
the complex event instance for further correlation and re-
sponse. We use three instance selection modes [18]: select-
ing the first or the last event instance or all event instances
that match the given step type. These modes can be used for
example to detect when a performance parameter exceeds a
threshold, capturing the parameter value when the thresh-
old was exceeded the first time, the current (last) value right

1Refer to Meier [18] for details on the semantics of the operators.



before the next step type occurred, or all values for further
statistics.

2.4 Step Instance Consumption

The current system state that is relevant for a given com-
plex event instance is reconstructed by binding event instan-
ces to the step types of the complex event type, such that the
partial instance of the complex event represents the recon-
structed relevant system state. After an event instance has
been bound to a given step type of a complex event type,
the resulting partial complex event instance represents the
occurrence of the event instance as well as the modified rel-
evant system state. Some event types describe activities that
change features of system state that are relevant in the con-
text of the considered complex event type, for example the
destruction of system objects, e.g. process termination and
file deletion, or the change of object features, e.g. renam-
ing a file and changing access privileges. Such activities are
said to consume the relevant system state, which has been
created by previous activities, and which is represented by
the partial instance of the complex event type (e.g. (A; con-
suming B; . . . ). Other (non-consuming) activities do not
change relevant features of system state, e.g. reading from
a file (e.g. (A; non-consuming C; . . . )). Step instance con-
sumption defines, whether a given partial instance of a com-
plex event type can evolve into one or more partial instances
by binding an event instance to a given consuming or non-
consuming step type, respectively. Since an instance of a
consuming step type modifies the system state represented
by the partial complex event instance, the partial complex
event instance is evolved by binding the event instance to
the step type, effectively consuming the old partial complex
event instance. However, the partial complex event instance
is evolved for each occurrence of an instance of a given non-
consuming step type, creating new partial complex event
instances representing each occurrence while retaining the
old partial complex event instance.

3 Expert Systems

A key characteristic of expert systems is the separation of
application knowledge and general problem solving strate-
gies. Application knowledge is specified as facts and rules,
while problem solving is realized by the inference mech-
anisms of the given expert system shell. Because of this
separation expert systems can be applied in a flexible way.
A significant number of IDSs has been implemented using
expert systems (see Sect. 5), based on the following justifi-
cation: facilitate easy and rapid implementation, and lever-
age general and optimized inference mechanisms [15, 5].

3.1 General Architecture

Rule-based expert systems automate the evaluation of
statements on facts in the fact base and the inference of
conclusions, which may derive new facts. For that pur-
pose statement evaluation and conclusion inference are rep-
resented as condition-action-rules (IF-THEN rules). An ex-
pert system typically comprises the following components
(see Fig. 1): a fact base containing valid facts, rules to eval-
uate facts and to derive new facts, and a rule interpreter to
control the inference process.

rule base

rule 3

...

rule 1

rule 2

fact base

fact 1 fact 2 fact 3
...

rule interpreter

evaluate

agenda

select and
execute

check
modifications

start

if empty,
stop

Figure 1. Components of an expert system.

The inference process is composed of two phases. Dur-
ing the evaluation phase all applicable rules are determined
by evaluating rule conditions. Applicable rules are collected
in the agenda. During the subsequent selection phase ex-
actly one rule is selected from the agenda and is executed.
Rule execution may modify the fact base and thereby affect
the applicability of rules. Thus, the agenda is updated sub-
sequently and it is checked whether rules become applicable
or non-applicable due to fact base modifications. Next, an-
other rule is selected from the agenda and is executed. This
procedure is repeated until the agenda is empty and the rule
interpreter terminates.

If there are multiple rules on the agenda, distinct alter-
native execution orders of these rules are possible. Since
rule execution may affect the fact base and consequently
the agenda, distinct execution orders of rules may result in
different fact bases. In this context a set of rules is called
confluent, if distinct execution orders of these rules result
in the same fact base. During the selection phase, which
is sometimes called conflict resolution, an execution or-
der is determined. This process can be partially controlled
by choosing one of the given conflict resolution strategies.
Typically rules can be prioritized manually or based on the
specificity of their conditions. In general, rule selection is a
non-deterministic process.



3.2 The Rete Algorithm

Misuse detection systems based on expert systems im-
plement audit trail analysis using the rule interpreter. A na-
ive rule interpreter iterates over all rules and facts in order
to determine applicable rules. The optimization of this pro-
cedure has been one main focus of expert system research.
Experiments have demonstrated that about 90 percent of the
execution time of rule interpreters were required to eval-
uate the conditions of rules. Consequently optimizations
focus on the evaluation phase. Several optimized match al-
gorithms based on similar ideas were developed [8, 20, 21],
where the Rete algorithm [8] is the most popular and most
used one. Due to the fact that most of the available produc-
tion quality expert system shells employ the Rete algorithm,
to the best of our knowledge all expert systems applied to
misuse detection employ Rete (see Sect. 5).

The Rete algorithm is based on two ideas: avoid itera-
tion over rules and avoid iteration over facts. The first idea
exploits the observation that the major fraction of execution
time is required for condition evaluation. For optimization
the rule conditions are organized as nodes in a data flow
graph, the so-called Rete network. Conditions that appear in
multiple rules are pooled together in the Rete network, such
that redundant evaluation of conditions is avoided. This
technique is comparable to approaches for Common Subex-
pression Elimination used by compilers [2].

The second idea is based on the assumption that the fact
base rarely changes. This is exploited by associating facts
with the condition nodes in the Rete network, whose condi-
tions they match. When a fact enters the fact base, the rule
interpreter finds all conditions that match the fact and asso-
ciates it with the corresponding nodes in the Rete network.
When a fact is removed from the fact base the interpreter
again finds all conditions that match the fact and removes
the association from the respective nodes in the Rete net-
work. As a result, Rete-based rule interpreters never iterate
over the fact base. Conditions are evaluated only when in-
serting or removing facts.

Table 1. Example facts.

fact no.
object

name type prop
1 shell file executable
2 gcc file executable
3 audit device readable

fact no.
action

type target
4 write mail
5 write shell
6 read tmp

IF object.type == file
object.prop == executable
action.type == write
action.target == object.name

THEN ...

1

2

4

5

fact type==object fact type==action

type==writeprop==executable

name==target

1,5

1

3

4

7

2

5

type==file

Figure 2. Example rule and Rete network.

Rete is illustrated using the example rule depicted in
Fig. 2 and the facts given in Tab. 1. The example rule con-
tains conditions regarding two fact types: object and ac-
tion. We use (fact type).(feature name) as notation to refer
to a feature of a fact type. The rule conditions contain three
intra-fact conditions. They restrict the features named type
and prop of the fact type object to the values file and execu-
table respectively, and the feature named type of action facts
to the value write. The inter-fact condition requires that
the feature named target of action facts equals the feature
named name of object facts. Figure 2 also depicts the Rete
network that corresponds to the example rule. The Rete net-
work starts at the top with nodes that represent the intra-fact
conditions. These nodes are called alpha nodes. The root
nodes at the top of a network always are alpha nodes that
test the type of facts. Further intra-fact conditions regarding
facts of a particular type are successor nodes of the respec-
tive root node. Inter-fact conditions are represented in the
Rete network as beta nodes below all alpha nodes. The ex-
ample contains one beta node for the condition that corre-
lates object and action facts. While alpha nodes (except for
root nodes) contain exactly one (downwards directed) input
edge beta nodes contain exactly two input edges. For each
input edge a beta node holds a memory, i.e. a left and a right
memory. The left (right) memory of a beta node stores all
facts that match the conditions of all nodes along the path
from left (right) input edge of the beta node upwards to a
root node. If a pair of facts from the left and the right mem-
ory of a beta node exists that matches the condition of the
node, copies of both facts are merged and moved further
downwards the Rete network. Facts or fact pairs that arrive
at the bottom (any node without successor) of the Rete net-
work represent facts that match the conditions of the rule
represented by the path(s) through the Rete network. When
a fact enters the fact base it is provided to all root nodes of



the Rete network. If a fact matches the condition of a node
it is forwarded to the successor node. The example facts 1
and 2 in Tab. 1 match all the intra-fact conditions on object
facts. Thus they are stored in the left memory of the beta
node in Fig. 2. Facts 4 and 5 match the intra-fact condi-
tions on action facts and are stored in the right memory of
the beta node. Only when a new fact arrives at a beta node
and is stored in the left (right) memory of the node, it is
evaluated regarding the node condition with every fact from
the right (left) memory of the node. The pair of facts 1 and
5 matches the inter-fact condition represented by the beta
node and thus matches all conditions of the rule. Note that
facts 3 and 6 neither match all intra-fact conditions on ob-
ject facts nor action facts. Thus they do not reach a memory
of a beta node and are not stored in the Rete network. When
a fact is removed from the fact base it must be removed from
all beta node memories. Hence either memory indexing is
used (each fact keeps a list of nodes where it is stored) or
the fact insertion (matching) procedure is repeated to iden-
tify the nodes where a fact is stored.

In a nutshell: Rete is used to avoid that all facts are eval-
uated in each cycle of the rule interpreter. For the further
discussion two strategies of Rete regarding condition eval-
uation can be identified:

S1: Intra-fact conditions are evaluated only once for each
fact entering the fact base. A fact (reaches the memory
of a beta node and) is stored in the Rete network, if it
meets the conditions on the path from that beta node to
a root node.

S2: Inter-fact conditions are evaluated only once per pair
of facts. Pairs of facts matching such conditions are
stored in the Rete network.

3.3 Applying Expert Systems to Misuse
Detection

In expert systems complex event instances are specified
as facts and rules. For the purpose of misuse detection there
are two types of facts. First there is an event fact that rep-
resents the current event instance to be analyzed. Second
there are instance facts that are used to represent (partial)
complex event instances. They document the existence and
the state of ongoing misuse activity instances. A given step
type of a complex event type is described as a (step) rule.
The IF part of the rule evaluates the event fact and instance
facts regarding the conditions of the step type.

The binding of a matching event instance to a step type is
realized in the THEN part of a rule by copying relevant fea-
tures from the event fact to respective instance facts. That
is, an instance fact contains all relevant feature instances
of all step instances of the corresponding (partial) complex
event instance. Note that instance facts do not necessarily

rule base

step rule 3

...

step rule 1

step rule 2

fact base

instance
fact 1

instance
fact 2

event
fact

...

rule interpreter

evaluate

agenda

select
and execute

check
modifications

start

if empty,
stop

event instance
trail

update
event fact

Figure 3. Misuse detection based on expert
systems.

contain all feature instances of step instances. It is sufficient
to store only the feature instances that are required for fur-
ther correlation of event instances (denoted as correlation
features) or to keep information (information features) that
is required later on, e.g. to generate rich alerts.

The following sketches the general mapping of complex
event types to rules and facts. There are two types of facts:
Event fact: representing the current event instance. At all
times during analysis there is exactly one event fact in the
fact base of the expert system.
Instance facts: representing (partial) complex event instan-
ces, containing all correlation and information features of
step instances. These facts also indicate which step instan-
ces of a complex event type already have occurred, which
is required for checking the temporal order of step instance
occurrences.

Each step type of a given complex event type is de-
scribed by a rule. The IF part specifies the conditions of
the step type (cf. Sect. 2.1), including constraints on the
event type name; intra-event conditions, which are mapped
to intra-fact conditions on the event fact; inter-event con-
ditions, which are mapped to inter-fact conditions that ei-
ther compare distinct instance facts or the event fact with
instance facts; and conditions that check the temporal or-
der of step instances by comparing respective features of
instance facts.

The THEN part of a (step) rule describes step instance
selection, i.e. the binding of event instances to step types by
copying features of the event fact to instance facts; step in-
stance consumption by modifying an existing instance fact
or a newly created copy of an existing instance fact; and
actions associated with step types by executing respective
procedures.

The analysis cycle of a misuse detection expert system
is as follows (cf. Fig. 3): an event instance is mapped
to an event fact, which is then inserted in the fact base.
Subsequently the rule interpreter is started and determines



all applicable rules by evaluating rule conditions. One of
the applicable rules is selected and executed. Thereafter it
is checked whether rules have become applicable or non-
applicable due to modifications to the fact base. This pro-
cedure is repeated until the agenda is empty and the rule
interpreter terminates. Then the event fact is removed from
the fact base, a new event fact representing the next event
instance is inserted in the fact base and the rule interpreter
is started again.

There are two situations where the mapping of com-
plex event types requires special attention. First, the pat-
tern matching realized by misuse detection requires what
we call deterministic matching, which is generally not im-
plemented by rule interpreters, but can be emulated by ad-
equately specifying rules. Problems occur in situations like
the following. We assume a complex event type describing
a disjunction e.g. (A;(consuming B1 OR consuming B2)).
For each step type B1 and B2 a rule is specified and it is pos-
sible that an event of type B occurs that matches both step
types. In this case during the evaluation phase both rules
B1 and B2 are placed (with the same priority) on the agenda
and one of them is non-deterministically chosen by the rule
interpreter for execution. Execution of the selected rule con-
sumes or modifies instance facts and thereby deactivates
the other rule. However for complete misuse detection it
is desirable that both rules are executed. Non-deterministic
selection of rules out of a non-confluent agenda must be
avoided by adequately specifying the rules. In the example
the consumption of instance facts has to be delayed until
both rules have fired, e.g. both rules do not consume in-
stance facts but create a special fact that indicates that they
have fired and an additional consumption rule with low pri-
ority consumes the instance fact and removes the special
facts. Because of its low priority the consumption rule exe-
cutes after all (step) rules were executed and only if at least
one special fact exists.

The rule interpreter handles all facts in the same way,
so its operation cannot be strictly clocked by event facts as
is required for misuse detection. Consequently a second
problem (cascaded rule execution) potentially occurs for se-
quences of step types matching the same event type. Such
sequences can lead to the consecutive execution of several
step rules for a given matching event fact. Suppose we have
a complex event (A;A;A) and the first (step) rule executes
when a matching event fact exists. Thereby the rule creates
an instance fact representing the occurrence of the step as
well as its feature bindings. As a result the second step rule
becomes applicable during the analysis of the same event
fact. Executing the second rule renders the third rule ap-
plicable, still for the same event fact. As a result the three
rules are executed for the same event fact. To avoid this,
event facts can be numbered and if a rule executes for this
event fact its number is stored in the respective instance fact.

Additionally, rules are restricted by an inter-event condition
to only execute if the number of the event fact and the event
fact number stored in the instance fact differ.2 This solution
avoids cascaded execution of rules for the same event fact.

4 Limits Regarding Efficiency

To discuss the efficiency of the Rete algorithm in the ap-
plication domain of misuse detection we use a simplified but
typical example for a complex event type that describes a se-
quence of activities executed by the same process under cer-
tain conditions (. . . ; A; B; C; . . . ). The rules and facts spec-
ifying the complex event type are given in Fig. 4 and Tab. 2.
Rule 1 describes a step type named A and requires event
instances that contain a feature instance with the name re-
source and the value x. Rule 2 represents a step type named
B and selects event instances with value 42 for the feature
instance named uid. An event instance of the type named
C that contains value 2048 for the feature instance named
perm is required by rule 3. All three rules require that the
feature instance named state of the (partial) complex event
instance contains a particular value (2, 3 or 4) and that the
feature instance named pid of the event instance contains
the same value as the feature instance named process of the
(partial) complex event instance. Table 2 contains one event
fact and three facts of type instance that represent three par-
tial complex event instances.

The root nodes (1 and 2) of the Rete network in Fig. 4
check the type of the facts to be processed. Alpha nodes 3
to 11 represent the intra-fact conditions. The alpha nodes 3
to 5 check the feature named state of partial complex event
instances which is used to express restrictions regarding the
order of step types. Complex event types do not contain
any other intra-instance conditions that compare features
of complex event instances with constant values3. The eval-
uations of the state feature of complex event instances are
the sole intra-fact conditions for instance facts. The number
of respective alpha nodes is determined by the number of
states of the complex event type. Further, each path through
the Rete network starting at the root node for instance facts
contains exactly one alpha node (besides the root node).
The intra-event conditions of the corresponding step types
are mapped to intra-fact conditions on event facts. They are
represented by the alpha nodes 6 to 11.

Beta nodes of the Rete network represent the inter-event
conditions of the step types of the complex event type, i.e.
comparisons between distinct complex event instance fea-
tures or between event instance features and complex event

2EXPERT-BSM (cf. Sect. 5) uses a special feature of P-Best to achieve
a similar effect. Executing (step) rules mark the event fact with a label, and
execute only for unlabeled event facts [15].

3Such comparisons are only expressed by intra-event conditions of the
step rule that copies the respective step instance feature.



rule 1:
IF event.name==A AND
event.resource==x AND
instance.state==2 AND
instance.process==event.pid

THEN ...

rule 2:
IF event.name==B AND
event.uid==42 AND
instance.state==3 AND
instance.process==event.pid

THEN ...

rule 3:
IF event.name==C AND
event.perm==2048 AND
instance.state==4 AND
instance.process==event.pid

THEN ...

... ...

fact type==eventfact type==instance

resource==x uid==42 perm==2048

1 2

name==A name==B name==Cstate==2 state==3 state==4

3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11

process==pid process==pid

13 14e

process==pid

12

facts / fact pairs
matching rule 1

facts / fact pairs
matching rule 2

facts / fact pairs
matching rule 3

1

3

2

......

1,e

Figure 4. Example (step) rules and Rete network.

Table 2. Example facts.

fact no.
event

name resource pid uid perm . . .
e B y 17 42 0 . . .

fact no.
instance

state process . . .
1 3 17 . . .
2 3 19 . . .
3 3 23 . . .

instance features. Accordingly the Rete network may con-
tain beta nodes that either relate features of distinct instance
facts (denoted as II-beta nodes, not shown in our example)
or compare features of the event fact with features of in-
stance facts (denoted as EI-beta nodes, see nodes 12 to 14
in Fig. 4). Beta nodes 12 to 14 check, if the value of the in-
stance fact feature named process equals the value of event
fact feature named pid.

Since the rules describe step types that are associated
with event types, each rule contains at least one condition
that refers to the event fact. Moreover holds that step types4

usually contain an inter-event condition that determines if a
complex event instance exists, that applies to the step type.
More specifically, these conditions relate feature instances
of event instances (pid in the example) to the correspond-
ing feature instances of complex event instances (process in
the example) in order to associate the current event instance

4Except for initial step types, which are the first step types of a complex
event type.

with the corresponding complex event instance(s). Hence,
a path from a root node to the bottom (any node without
successor) of the Rete network usually contains at least one
EI-beta node that relates a feature of an instance fact to a
feature of an event fact. Furthermore holds that the event
fact is continuously changed during analysis operation. As
a result, an event fact is used at most once for processing
each EI-beta node where it is cached, and is replaced after-
wards.

Thus the strategies realized by the Rete algorithm (cf.
Sect. 3.2) exhibit the following properties when applied to
misuse detection:

S1: Intra-fact conditions are evaluated at most once for
each fact entering the fact base.

Event fact: The event fact changes in each cycle and is
evaluated at most once per alpha node. Hence, storing
event facts at condition nodes to recall matching intra-
fact conditions is counterproductive. It necessitates the
removal of the event fact from the Rete network.

Instance fact: Instance facts may remain unchanged
for a number of cycles. The only intra-fact conditions
on instance facts are evaluations of the state feature.
The number of these state conditions to be checked for
a given instance fact depends on the number of step
types of the given complex event type. Hence, storing
instance facts at condition nodes represents an actual
optimization.

S2: Inter-fact conditions are evaluated only once per pair
of facts.



II-beta nodes: This is an actual optimization for con-
ditions between different instance facts (represented by
II-beta nodes), since instance facts as well as the re-
spective merged fact pairs may remain unchanged for
multiple cycles.

EI-beta nodes: This is not an optimization for condi-
tions between the event fact and instance facts (repre-
sented by EI-beta nodes), since the event fact changes
in each cycle, such that the pair of event fact and in-
stance fact is invalidated in each cycle. Storing the
respective fact pair in the Rete network is counterpro-
ductive, since it later on necessitates the removal of the
fact pair from the network.

Wrapping up, in the application domain of misuse detec-
tion the optimizations of the Rete algorithm are only par-
tially effective and partially counterproductive. This raises
the question whether the gain of the algorithm exceeds its
cost. To our knowledge neither analytical nor experimental
evaluations have yet considered this question.

In order to answer the question we conducted the fol-
lowing experiment. We instrumented two IDSs such that
we can determine the cumulative number of evaluated con-
ditions during operation. We use the cumulative num-
ber of evaluated conditions to measure the efficiency gain
achieved by some optimization strategy, because the rele-
vant optimization strategies are geared towards reducing the
number of unnecessary condition evaluations.

The first instrumented IDS is CLIPS-IDS [13], which
uses the expert system CLIPS for inferences. The sec-
ond instrumented IDS is our Signature Analysis Module
(SAM) [19], which uses a domain-specific inference mecha-
nism. For SAM we can selectively enable various optimiza-
tion strategies, such that we can get an idea how Rete per-
forms in comparison to distinct domain-specific optimiza-
tion strategies. We compare Rete to the following optimiza-
tion strategies of SAM: SAM 1 employs no optimization
strategy, SAM 3 uses Common Subexpression Elimination
and SAM 5 uses the complete set of optimization strategies.

We have described and evaluated the optimization strate-
gies of SAM elsewhere [19] and use the same experimental
setting here. In a nutshell, we used a complex event type
for the shell link attack, which is a classic example for a
multi-step attack. The complex event type is composed of 9
step types that match the creation of a link to a suid script,
its renaming, removal and execution under certain circum-
stances. It was chosen because of the variety of different
conditions of its step types in order to avoid effects of spe-
cific implementation techniques of certain predicates, such
as string comparison. The first 18.000 event instances of
the test data used in [19] were used to conduct the experi-
ment. This event instance trail represents several complex
event instances for the shell link attack and two other at-
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Figure 5. Measurements.

tacks. A detailed description of the attacks and the test data
is given in [19]. The execution times required to analyze the
18.000 event instances of the test data are shown in Fig. 5.
We however also measure the cumulative number of con-
dition evaluations, because this measure is more conclusive
regarding the reduction of condition evaluations achieved
by an optimization strategy, independently from machine
level effects. We count the number of evaluations on the
conditions occurring in our test setting (equal, not equal,
string comparison, file permission comparison).

The measurements depicted in Fig. 5 clearly demonstrate
that the efficiency gain of Rete in CLIPS-IDS is very close
to the one achieved by Common Subexpression Elimina-
tion in SAM 3. Intuitively this can be expected, since the
Rete network is constructed in such a way that Common
Subexpression Elimination is inherently achieved. Note
that CLIPS does not need twice as much condition evalu-
ations as SAM 3 does, since CLIPS uses memory indexing,
and therefore does not require condition (re-)evaluation on
fact retraction. However, the further optimization strate-
gies of Rete discussed above are ineffective in the mis-
use detection domain, they are even slightly counterproduc-
tive when compared to SAM 3. It can also be seen from
Fig. 5 that Rete still performs better than the inference en-
gine of SAM without optimizations (SAM 1), but signifi-
cantly worse than the same inference engine with various
optimization strategies (SAM 5).

5 Related Work

This paper critiques the approach of applying expert sys-
tems to the problem of misuse detection, because it pro-
vides limited efficiency. Our discussion of related work is
twofold: expert system based IDSs and efficiency issues.

Over the years the community came up with numerous
misuse detection systems that use expert systems for rule in-



ference. All of these expert systems use the Rete algorithm
[8] and thus are susceptible to the problems discussed in this
paper.5 P-Best (Production-based Expert System Toolset)
[24] has a long history in the IDS domain and has been em-
ployed in an older version producing Lisp object code for
MIDAS (Multics Intrusion Detection and Alerting System)
[24] and IDES (Intrusion Detection Expert System) [16],
as well as in a more efficient version producing C source
code for NIDES (Next-generation IDES) [4] and Emerald
eXpert (Event Monitoring Enabling Responses to Anom-
alous Live Disturbances) [15]. CLIPS (C Language Inte-
grated Production System) [9] also is a popular choice of
IDS developers and was used for Haystack [25], DIDS (Dis-
tributed Intrusion Detection System) [26], CMDS (Com-
puter Misuse Detection System) [23], SECURENET [12]
and CLIPS-IDS [13], which we developed basically to com-
pare the performance of Rete-based inference engines with
domain-specific inference engines. Previously, we em-
ployed the commercial RTworks expert system shell [29]
for AID (Adaptive Intrusion Detection system) [27]. Hy-
perview leverages the commercial Ilog expert system [6].
More recently JESS (Java Expert System Shell) [10] was
used for SNIDJ (Signature-based Network Intrusion Detec-
tion system using JESS) [1] and a hybrid IDS [7]. Rete
has also been proposed as the inference algorithm for mis-
use detection independently from any particular expert sys-
tem [5, 22]. Further expert system based misuse detection
systems have been built, but it is not documented, whether
these expert systems use Rete. AudES (Expert system Se-
curity Auditing) uses the commercial ESE/VM (Expert Sys-
tem Environment) [30] and NADIR (Network Anomaly De-
tection and Intrusion Reporter) [11] uses an expert system
also developed at LNL, Los Alamos.

Facing ever-increasing audit data volumes and growing
signature knowledge bases the efficiency of inference mech-
anisms employed for misuse detection is of key importance.
Several approaches have been proposed to cope with this
situation. Sommer et al. and McHugh advocate analyzing
more compact, i.e. less detailed, network data [28, 17]. An
orthogonal approach are optimizations geared to more ef-
ficient inference engines. Kruegel et al. transform signa-
tures into a decision tree to reduce the number of redun-
dant comparisons [14]. This approach is comparable to the
efficiency gained by Common Subexpression Elimination
as used by Rete. Anagnostakis et al. propose optimized
string matching algorithms [3]. These optimizations are re-
stricted to the detection of single-step attacks. We proposed,
implemented and evaluated various optimization strategies
for the efficient detection of multi-step attacks [19]. These
strategies also comprise Common Subexpression Elimina-

5For RTworks the documentation does not explicitly state that Rete is
used, but the description indicates that the algorithm used is very similar
to Rete.

tion (see Sect. 4), but apart from that the optimization strate-
gies are orthogonal to those employed by Rete.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced the necessary concepts to under-
stand how misuse detection can be implemented on perti-
nent expert systems, as well as the necessary concepts to
understand the optimization strategies of the Rete algorithm
used by such expert systems. Based on a general approach
for implementing misuse detection on expert systems we
have analyzed the effect of these optimization strategies.

The results indicate that apart from Common Subexpres-
sion Elimination the strategies must be ineffective, because
they are based on an assumption that does not hold in the
application domain of misuse detection: it is assumed that
the fact base remains largely static, such that intermediate
results can be cached and recalled. However, most of these
results involve the current event instance, which continu-
ously changes, such that most of the cached results are im-
mediately invalidated.

Our measurements support that Rete can be used to
achieve some optimization, which is limited to the effect
of Common Subexpression Elimination. However, the fur-
ther optimizations of Rete are ineffective and even slightly
counterproductive. We have also shown that significant fur-
ther optimization can be achieved, if we consider domain-
specific assumptions [19].

Note that by modifying the Rete algorithm to treat the
event fact in a special way significant performance gains
can be expected. However, such application specific adap-
tations contradict the basic idea of employing expert sys-
tems (see Sect. 3) in the first place. The motivation of using
expert systems is to employ an out-of-the-box ready-to-use
inference engine as analysis component. Since to our best
knowledge all misuse detection systems that follow this ap-
proach employ Rete-based expert systems our results are
broadly applicable and relevant.

Expert systems have been used and probably will be used
to build IDSs for misuse detection, largely because the ap-
proach of taking an out-of-the-box inference mechanism is
very appealing for rapid prototyping. Our main conclusion
however is, that expert systems based on the Rete algorithm
are not useful for IDSs in production environments due
to efficiency and usability issues. Alternative algorithms
such as TREAT [20] and LEAPS [21] have been developed
which may provide additional performance improvements.
However there are currently only very few expert systems
that support these algorithms. The issue of efficiency of
these algorithms in the domain of misuse detection requires
further investigation.
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